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Action Point To be completed 
by 

AP7.1- Council to amend the Conservation and Enhancement 
of the Natural Environment section of the Plan to reflect the 
requirements of Future Wales and the Environment Act in 
relation to maintaining and enhancing biodiversity. 

24 March 2023 

AP7.2 – Council to consider amending Policy SP17 to read 
‘maintain’ rather than ‘conserve’. 

24 March 2023 

AP7.3 – Council to provide a list of SINCs and a brief note 
outlining the issues associated with adding the sites to the 
proposals map. 

24 March 2023 

AP7.4 - Council to amend Policy DNP6 and its reasoned 
justification to reflect the requirements of Future Wales and 
the Environment Act in relation to maintaining and enhancing 
biodiversity. 

24 March 2023 

AP7.5 – Council to delete reference to ‘Special Trees’ from 
Policy DNP7. 

24 March 2023 

AP7.6 - Council to amend Policy SP18 to read ‘preserve and 
enhance’. 

24 March 2023 

AP7.7 – Council to consider deleting Policies DNP 10 and 11. 24 March 2023 

AP7.8 – Council to provide an update on the progress being 
made in the formulation of a list of assets of special local 
interest. 

24 March 2023 

 

General note on Action Points (APs): 

These will normally be agreed in principle by the Inspector and the Council, and any other 

participant as required, at the end of the relevant hearing session. Where possible the AP will 

specify an agreed timeframe for completion. If it is not possible to determine the timeframe 

at the time of discussion, the Council will liaise with the Inspector over this via the Programme 

Officer. The Inspector will send the suggested form of wording for the APs to the Council via 

the Programme Officer as soon as practicable after the end of a hearing session. Once the 

Council is satisfied that the contents are accurate, they will be published to the Examination 

website as soon as possible in the interests of transparency. The Council will work on the 

schedule of Matters Arising Changes (MACs) in parallel with the APs and their AP responses, 

ensuring that MACs are accurately recorded at the earliest possible stage. The Inspector will 

confirm when she expects to be sent an up to date MAC Schedule; this will normally be in 

advance of the final hearing session. 


